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Abstract. We prove PSPACE-completeness of all
variations of pulling-block path-planning puzzles
(reaching a goal with or without forced pulls, of ar-
bitrary strength, with or without gravity) that in-
clude fixed blocks or walls, with the exception of
Pull?-1FG (strength 1, fixed blocks, with gravity)
for which we only show NP-hardness.

In the Pull series of path-planning problems [3,4],
the goal is to navigate an agent from a given starting
square to a given target square within a rectangular
board featuring impassable but pullable 1× 1 blocks.
We study several different variants of Pull, which
can be combined in arbitrary combination:

1. Strength: In Pull-k, the agent can pull an un-
broken horizontal or vertical line of up to k pul-
lable blocks at once. In Pull-∗, the agent can
pull arbitrarily many blocks at once.

2. Fixed blocks/walls: In Pull-F, the board
may have fixed 1× 1 blocks that cannot be tra-
versed or pulled. In the more general Pull-W,
the board may have fixed thin (1× 0) walls.

3. Optional/forced pulls: In Pull!, every agent
motion that can also pull blocks must pull as
many as possible (as in many video games where
the player input is just a direction). In Pull?,
the agent can choose whether and how many
blocks to pull. (The latter is traditionally called
Pull in the literature, but we use the explicit
“?” to indicate optionality.)

4. Gravity: In Pull-G, all blocks fall maximally
downward after each agent move (like gravity).

Table 1 summarizes our and known results for
all variants that include fixed blocks or walls: we
prove PSPACE-completeness for any strength, with
optional or forced pulls, and with or without grav-
ity, with the exception of Pull?-1FG for which we
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(a) Initial state (b) A strength-1 move

Figure 1: A pulling-block puzzle. The robot is the agent,
the flag is the goal square, the light gray blocks can be
moved, and the bricks are fixed in place. Robot and flag
icons from Font Awesome under CC BY 4.0 License.

only show NP-hardness. The only previous result
for this problem family is NP-hardness for Pull?-k
even without fixed blocks [4]. In some cases, our re-
sults are stronger than the best known results for
the corresponding Push (pushing-block) problem;
see [3]. More complex variants PullPull (where
pulled blocks slide maximally), PushPull (where
blocks can be pushed and pulled), and Storage
Pull (where the goal is to place multiple blocks into
desired locations) are also known to be PSPACE-
complete [3].

Our reductions are from two problems: Asyn-
chronous Nondeterministic Constraint Logic (NCL)
[2,5] and planar 1-player motion planning [1]. With-
out gravity, Figure 2 shows our NCL gadgets. With
gravity, we reduce from the motion-planning frame-
work [1]. For optional-pulling PSPACE-hardness
(with k ≥ 2), we use the locking 2-toggle gadget in
Figure 3. For forced pulling, we introduce a new gad-
get, a self-closing door, and show it can simulate a
locking 2-toggle; see Figure 4. For the one remaining
case of Pull?-1FG, we show NP-hardness by con-
structing a crossing xor gadget (not shown here).
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Problem Gravity Forced Strength Features Hardness Previous Best
Pull?-kF no no k ≥ 1 fixed blocks PSPACE-complete NP-hard [4]
Pull?-∗F no no ∞ fixed blocks PSPACE-complete NP-hard [4]
Pull!-kF no yes k ≥ 1 fixed blocks PSPACE-complete —
Pull!-∗F no yes ∞ fixed blocks PSPACE-complete —
Pull?-1FG yes no k = 1 fixed blocks NP-hard —
Pull?-1WG yes no k = 1 thin walls PSPACE-complete —
Pull?-kFG yes no k ≥ 2 fixed blocks PSPACE-complete —
Pull?-∗FG yes no ∞ fixed blocks PSPACE-complete —
Pull!-kFG yes yes k ≥ 1 fixed blocks PSPACE-complete —
Pull!-∗FG yes yes ∞ fixed blocks PSPACE-complete —

Table 1: New and known results for Pull variants. We omit Pull-W hardness implied by Pull-F hardness.

(a) NCL and gadget for Pull-kF for k ≥ 1.
Also works for W variant and Pull-∗.

(b) NCL or gadget for Pull-kF for k ≥ 1 Also
works for W variant and Pull-∗.

Figure 2: Gadgets for the reduction from asynchronous
NCL to Pull-kF.
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Figure 3: Construction of a locking 2-toggle (in the state
where only the right tunnel is traversable, and traversing
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completeness of Pull?-kFG for k ≥ 2. Also works for
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(a) Re-usable one-way
“diode” gadget, denoted
in Figure 4b.

(b) This self-closing
door can be “opened”
from the right tunnel,
and forced to “close”
when traversing the
left tunnel.

Figure 4: Gadgets for Pull!-1FG.
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